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A recurring issue in the history of the teacher train- 

ing movement is the problems involved in securing effective 

cooperative endeavor between the faculties of campus schools 

and teachers colleges. 

In the early days of teacher training institutions 

instructors teaching courses in education theory supervised 

student teachers who were attempting to carry out the theory 

while practicing in the campus school. 

As schools grew it became necessary to enlarge the 

faculty, having separate ones for campus school and the teach- 

ers college. 

in little or no correlation between the schools. 

This caused a breach between the two, and resulted 

The great aim of teacher training institutions should 

be to turn out efficient teachers, who can successfully cope 

with the problems of the modern school. The achievement of 

this goal should be a cooperative mdertaking of all concerned. 

It would be almost impossible to find a program f o r  

pre-service education of teachers which would not require con- 

tinuous change since society itself is not static. It is 

doubtful that a wholly satisfactory program now exists or ever 

will. This is due to the fact that there are always problems 

in teacher education. As some problems are solved other pro- 

blems present themselves. The changing needs of people, 

iii 
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children and schools demand changes in the teacher education 

program, likewise the people responsible for such a program 

change their objectives. Rather than aspiring for an ideal. 

program it would seem more desirable to emphasize one of con- 

tinuous improvement .I 

In the teacher education programs one of the most im- 

portant needs is that of unity and cooperation within the in- 

stituticn. There should be effective integration between and 

within the departments of the institutions and more group work 

among members of the faculty. 

The campus school* is assumed to be the most advanced 

inthe profession of teaching. The very fact that some educa- 

tors regard it as a most significant discovery that has been 

made should merit the school a place of high professional 

rding in the School of Education. In the campus school the 

theories developed should be put into practice with situations 

as nearly typical as possible. The school is one of experi- 

mentation as well as demonstration and in it should be done 

the best teaching. 

For the student teacher it should offer the best 

exlsting program for her in the profession of teaching. 

Committee on Teacher Education, -1mmovement of 1 

Teacher Education, (American Council on Education, 1946), 
pp. 266-269. 

* Throughout this paper the term canpus school is used 
interchangeably with the terms denonstration, o r  laboratory 
school. 
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However, the campus sc'hool of the college, wherever 

it may be, has too often failed to receive its due recogni- 

tion, especially from those who should look upon it as a 

most important factor in teacher education, namely, the very 

staff of the college of education itself. 

perhaps, but all too frequently, the members of the college 

faculty have taught their courses with too little concern as 

to the true meaning and performance of the campus school. 

Unintentionally 

This is perhaps due to the fact that sufficient empha- 

sis has not been placed on the significance of the campus 

school as an import,ant professional unit. 

on the other hand, has perhaps failed to realize that if there 

is such a lack of unity between the school and the college, 

the campus school will approach a state of uselessness pro- 

fessionally. 

The campus school, 

By virtue of having been a member of the faculty of 

the Florida State University Demonstration School the writer 

is keenly aware of these untoward conditions and the need of 

a better professional integration. It is with this integra- 

tion in mind that the author of this study seriously and 

conscientiously attacks the problem as it exists at Florida 

State University at this time. 
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CHAPTER I 

EVALUATION OF REACINGS 

Studies in the professional education of teachers 

have included findings and reconrendations regarding reclpro- 

cal cooperation between cmpus school and college faculty. 

Periodical literature concerning the problem of 

coordinating the campus school and college departments has 

appeared incrcasingly within the last decade. 

A study of one specific phase of the problem, that 

of cooperation between the faculties of the campus elementary 

training school and the academic department of state teachers 

college and normal schools was made by Mary I. Cole.2 

this study is presented a picture of the present practice re- 

garding such cooperation gained through personal visitatlon 

of a representztive sampling of state teachers colleges and 

normal schools throughout the United States. 

In 

Twenty-five schools rrpresenting Far-Western, Mid- 

Western, Southern and Eastern sections of the United States 

were used as a basis for study. Each of these schools in- 

cluded a training school and personal interviews were 

2Mary I. Cole CooDeration between the Faculty of the 
C ~ D U S  Elementary Tralninc: School. and. the Other DeDartments 
of Teachers Colleges and. Uormal Schools, (Teachers College, 
Colmbia University, New York, 1939). 
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conducted with members of academic departments, critic teach- 

ers, principals of training schools and deans. The composite 

picture of the findings was drawn up from questionnaire data 

through the interview method, 

From the study evolved a score card to be used for 

self-surveys by teacher training institutions. There are 

four major 

I. 

11. 

111. 

IV . 

sections of the score card. 3 

Participation of members o f  the college depart- 

ments in the functions of the training school. 

Participation of members of the training school 

staff in the functions of the other college de- 

partments. 

Participation of the entire faculty in activities 

which concern the teacher training institutions 

as a unit. 

Certain administrative devices which may facili- 

tate cooperation. 

Under these major topics of the questionnaire are 

A l l  have been included in a number of many sub-headings. 

tables. 

study give a brief picture of the present practice of coopera- 

tion between the faculties of campus elementary training school 

and the other departments as reported in this survey. 

Some of the specific conclusions presented in the 

4 

3.U&4., p. 30. 
41bid -* 9 Chapter VII, pp. 219-226. 
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1. Few college department instructors observe the 

teaching of student teachers with any degree of 

regularity. 

The instructors designated as training school 

supervisors follow up observation with a con- 

ference. 

A majority of the college department instructors 

who help students plan work they are teaching in 

the training school are those who offer courses 

in professionalized subject matter or are train- 

ing school supervisors. 

Few college instructors aid critic teachers tn 

rating or grading student teachers. Usually there 

is too little time for observing, therefore the 

rating would have little value. 

Little cooperative endeavor in construction or 

revision of student teacher manuals. 

Few college instructors engage in cooperative 

selection of textbooks and materials of instruc- 

tion for training school. 

Cooperative testing is assumed by instructor in 

Tests and Measurements or Educational Psychology 

and by training school administrative and super- 

visory staff. 

in analysis of the findings and in suggesting 

remedial measures. 

2. 

3 .  

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Seventy percent of those engaged 



a. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13 

14. 

16. 

17. 
18. 

4 
Educational classes observed in training school 

but cooperative planning and follow up was usually 

done in conference between critic teacher and 

college instructor, Tather than in a joint meet- 

ing with college class as a contributing element. 

College instructors usually accompany their classes 

in observation. 

Critic teachers have little part in determining 

the content of the college courses. 

Critic teachers have little part in the selection 

of textbooks for college courses. 

Critic teachers seldom aid college instructor in 

teaching college courses. 

Critic teachers in on ly  eight schools visited a 

college course during the year of survey, but took 

no part in discussion. 

Few critic teachers receive outlines of college 

courses. 

About half of the schools showed critic teachers 

attending all group meetings of the faculty. 

Three institutions maintained a materials bureau 

to which all. faculty members contribute. 

Cooperative follow up with graduates is infrequent. 

One officer in each school directs the coordination 

of training school with other departments. Usually 

this is the director of training who teaches college 
courses in educational department. 
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19. One-third of the schools pay equal salary for 

equal training and experience of faculty. 

Teacher training schools do not adjust service 

loads of faculty to provide for regular contacts 

with college or campus school. 

20. 

21. Pew teacher training institutions require each 

member of faculty shall have had some experience 

in teaching in the types of schools for which he 

is preparing teachers. 

Interlocking relationship between training school 

and each college department is lacking in the 

majority of schools. 

22. 

In the professional aim and organization of the college 

lies the center ground on which a program of cooperative en- 

deavor should be built. 

Each member of the faculty should be recognized as a 
component part of the whole, as an active contributor 
to the professional aim o f  the institution, and as a 
worker who understands the broac: implications of 
public education. If that is true, the administrative 
policy, the curriculum the laboratory phases, and the 
filed relationship of {he institution have a common 
base upon which to build an integrated program of 
teacher education.5 

Certain types of organization and activity may retard 

or accelerate cooperation between members of the training 

school and college faculties. The elements which seem to 

accelerate such cooperation are embodied in the recommendations 

which have emerged from the author's research, observation, 

T u . ,  p. 241. 
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reading, and experience in the field. 

"The attitude of the faculty members toward the use 

of the laboratory school I s  one of the strongest determinants 

of the nature and degree of integration within the school."6 

The author, Mary Cole, therefore recommends that the person- 

nel of the faculty be selected wfth the professional aim 

dominating; that in addition to being anerpert in the academic 

field, he shall have had professional education concerning 

the work of teachers college and shall have had experience 

in the various types of schools for which he is preparing 

teachers. 

If such a plan is followed there need be no distinc- 

tion between campus school and college staff. Their role o f  

critic teaching and the teaching of college courses w i l l  be 

interchanged periodically. 

In colleges where a rather definite distinction be- 

tween campus school and college faculty is maintained, mem- 

bers of each group should be asked to participate in the work 

of the other in an advisory capacity. 

This study considered the cooperation between the 

academic departments of representative teacher training insti- 

tutions and their campus elementary training schools. It 

presented a picture of the practice at the time of study, 

1939, regarding such cooperation gained through personal 

6=., P. 15. 
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visitation of the schools included. Considering %he year in 

which the study was made it may be feasible tossme that some 

progress has been made within the intervening years which 

would reveal a change of practices in such institutions. 

However, considering that the intervening years included a 

period of wartime conditions, the progress may not be as great 

as it might have been under normal times in those years. 

Therefore many of the practices and problems of the report 

are recognized as practices and pertinent problems that are 

being faced today by teacher training institutions. 

The problems which have grown out of the study pre- 

viously reviewed are of inmediate importance to the Florida 

State University and by virtue of their inportance should be 

considered in a separate study. The problemconcern to what 

degree members of college departments should concern them- 

selves with the off-campus elementary training school either 

in a near-by city school or in schools used f o r  laboratory 

purposes in distant cities. The fact that the institution 

trains both elementary and secondary teachers must be con- 

sidered as an influential factor in determining the type and 

degree of cooperation. Also there arises the application of 

many practices mentioned in this report to a university school 

of education. 

In building an integrated program of teacher educa- 
tion there must be a balance between the fields of general 

and professional education. The field of general education is 
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meant to enrich and broaden the stuclents' interests as persons 

by providing them with a liberal-cultural background. 

fessional education is so planned to provide students with 

skills, understandings, insights and the many other social 

responsibilities essential to working with children.7 

Pro- 

Developing a more integrated and adequate professional 

education sequence in the State Teachers College, Oneonta, 

New York, starts in the freshman year with Child Development, 

continues in the sophomore and junior years with The Child 

and the Curriculum, and concludes in the senior year with The 

Practicum in Student Teaching and the Seminar in Education. 

It is a continuous program with the understandings developed 

in each part of the sequence linked to those which precede and 

follow. 

al sequence - that of The Child and the Curriculum about which 
the entire report is concerned, the campus school is con- 

sidered an integral part of the program for educating teach- 

ers. The changing practices and the varying degree to which 

the campus school has been used is enlightening. 

In the development of the one phase of the profession- 

At Oneonta the adjustments necessary for closer rela- 

tionships between professional education and the campus schools 

were considered. A faculty group examined the physical set-up 

of the campus school, the size of the staff, policies of 

'Erna Kaske, The Oneonta Emerience in Buildinp a 
Professional Seauence, (The Collegiate Press, Nanasha, 
Wisconsin, 19441, Preface p. ix. 
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administration, and general philosophy. A staff group 

planned, organized, and carried through varying procedures 

in attempts to use more effectively the resources of the 

campus school, resulting in the present program which pro- 

vides guided group observation and gradual induction to 

teaching through participation in the second and third years, 

followed by a semester of full-time student teaching the 

senior year - one-half in the campus schoo1,fhe other half 
off-campus under the guidance of supervisors of student 

teaching. This program puts continuous emphasis upon the 

campus school. Such a program must be well organized and 

thoroughly understood by each staff member responsible for 

any part of it. 

?roblems are typical as functions of the campus school 

are extended. 

Keeping in mind the fact that a live program i s  
usually characterized by a continual parade of 
unsolved problems makes f o r  improved morals 
among staff members as they become entangled 
in the maze of conc rns arising from so com- plicated a program. % 

A program of this kind calls for the full comprehension 

of the purposes of the campus school and the functions of the 

campus school staff. 

The function of the school providing laboratory ex- 

periences through observation facilities is less difficult to 

*u., p. 128. 
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plan and manage than is the participation program. The tech- 

niques of observation are started in the freshman year. 

There is a carefully directed program of observation. 

observations are planned to take the students through the 

entire school. Following observations there are discussions 

at which time campus school instructors participate. 

The 

The use of coordinators as liaison persons between 

the campus school staff and students saves much time. These 

coordinators go with the students to all observations. 

Though three way conferences, that is the student, 

campus school instructor, and coordinator, are functional, 

they are not always practical because of time and work loads. 

Consequently most conferences are two way. 

The students are given previously a broad overview 

of possible activities, not fixed in terms of specific proce- 

dures. 

the observations be familiar with the work in the campus school. 

In turn the campus school Instructors must know the purpose 

of the observers, but not to change plans because of this. 

The coordinator accompanies the student and guides in the 

post-observation conference. 

observation sheets. If the staff of the professional educa- 

tion have close working contacts with the children in the 

campus school, they w i l l  know well the children of the various 

To do this it is imperative that those arranging for 

The observers make records on 

groups and so give greater meaning to the post-observation 
conference. 9 

91bid., pp. 129-140. 
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93bia., pp. 129-140. 
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Organizing and carrying out the participation program 

is much more complex than the observation program. 

There are two periods of participation provided during 

the sophomore and junior years, one period in each of the two 

years’ work. Sophomores spend one hour daily for three weeks 

in the spring of the year. 

fall semester. This dovetailed the students at different 

levels of their work. However, because the campus school 

staff gave evidence of preferring two groups of participators 

during the same three-week period, one in the morning and the 

other in the afternoon, such an arrangement was adopted. 

This reduced the conference time, the total number of weeks 

spent by participation groups in the campus school and gave 

the student teacher greater opportunity to work in classrooms 

Juniors do likewise during the 

without the presence of participators. 10 

Orientation conferences are held to guide students 

and induct them into participation. 

participation conferences are hela with campus school instruc- 

tors, coordinators and consultants in general education. 

Guide sheets’’ help the staff define the responsibilities of 

participation for both staff and students. 

sheets are sent to each campus school instructor so that they 

have a record of details discussed with the students. Guide 

Throughout the period of 

Copies of these 

leu., pp. 1Wt-145. 

nu., pp. 152-153. 
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sheets12 are sent to staff members of campus schools. These 

help to formulate the policies in the participation program. 

The instructors' guide sheet differs from that of the students. 

The principal of the campus school has an important 

part in aiding the participators to analyze their functions 

in the school. 

Another part of the orientation program is the consul- 

tants who work with the students and staff in planning for 

the fields of art, music, health, physical education, as these 

fit into the campus school curriculum. These consultants have 

a three-fold responsibility. They are responsible f o r  their 

courses in general education; they help organize the work of 

professional sequence; and they act as consultants in the cam- 

pus school in planning work f o r  the children. This work gives 

the consultants an overview of the contacts of the students 

with art, music, health and physical education in the total 

curriculum. They give the students a picture of their res- 

pective fields of work in the campus school and discuss the 

advisability of the students securing help from them as the 

students participate in the campus school. 

Every campus school instructor must be familiar with 

the general organization of the entire professional sequence. 

The members of the campus school staff are included 
in curriculum planning and revision. Most of the members of 
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the campus school staff at Oneonta have been an integral part 

of the staff of professional sequence. Usually one of the 

canpus school staff is among the school representatives at 

the state curriculum meetings. Most of the members of the 

staff have acted as cooperating instructors in The Child and 

the Curriculum, and many have had various other instructional 

responsibilities in the course. To the campus school in- 

structors have been made available immediately the new in- 

terpretations of the outlines as they have evolved. This 

encourages familiarity with the content of the professional 

sequence. 

Complete sets of professional materials concerning 

participating students are available to campus schooL instruc- 

tors, these materials being kept in the school office. 

Coordinators usually send campus school instructors 

summary outlines of the high spots of work covered up to the 

time of each assignment in participation. Following is a 

list of the large topics under which these summaries are 
usually set up. 13 

I. A list of the large topics of work covered up 

to the time of this participation assignment. 

A list of professional books, pamphlets or 

bulletins owned by the students. 

11. 

111. The types of experiences students have thus far 

3 pp. 159-160. 
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had in their course work. 

a. Conferences 

b. Observations 

c. 

d. Trips, speakers, reports, committee assignments 

Large pieces of written work 

IV. Lists of the topics of mimeographed materials in 

the professional files of students. 

The complete file of evaluation measures of students 

is available in order to gain a summary of the course work. 

Attempts are made to work for continuity in the ex- 

periences of students through the common understandings among 

staff members of each part of the professional sequence. 

Ouring the first period of participation the campus 

school instructor gives an overview of the children, work, 

and materials. It is noted that in the first participation 

the students very often discuss their assignment with coor- 

dinators and consultants. They are directed toward resources 

by both of these. 

school when students participate, they attend conferences with 

students and campus school instructors, and regularly observe 

student participator. 

The coordinators are always in the campus 

Coordinators and consultants play an important part 

in overall planning, participation, experience together with 

the campus school instructors. They often help students in 

preparing for their assignments. Guide sheets14 for 

l4&!&., pp. 165-169. 
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participation are given the stueents by the campus school 

instructor to whom the student is assigned. 

The staff of the general education should be familiar 

with the participation program as they offer a rich resource 

to the professional sequence staff who in turn guide the 

participators in the use of this resource. In several general 

education fields staff members worked as cooperating instruc- 

tors showing students the relation of the work of their spe- 

cial areas to the curriculum of the elementary school. 

The extent to which general education staff members 

are used depends upon (1) the ability of professional sequence 

staff to recognize opportunities for drawing them into the 

work with students, (2) the convenience of schedules for work- 

ing with participators, ( 3 )  the success students have in 

securing the instructor's help when it is sought, (4) the 

understanding on the part of the staff member in general edu- 

cation that it 

gram set up to 

with students' 

is the responsibility of all members in a pro- 

educate prospective teachers to be familiar 
professional experiences and needs. 15 

Both professional and general educntion staff members 

feel that there is a need presently f o r  a redefining of the 

role of general education staff members as resource people to 

whom students and staff may turn in seeking enriched background 

materials in the work of professional sequence. It is desired 

'%bid - 0  9 p. 184. 
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that the relations of the fields of general and professional 

education will gradually become as fully integrated as are 

the different parts of the professional sequence at the time 

this report was made. 

The author, Erna Raske, concludes the description of 

the use of the campus school as a source of laboratory experi- 

ence for students in The Child and the Curriculum by stating 

that it is important to question whether participation has en- 

riched theory discussion more than theory discussion has guided 

participation.16 

these two areas, theory and practice. 

It is essential. that a balance is kept in 

It is not'ed the degree of emphasis placed on the idea 

that teacher education is a task for which all professors in 

teacher education institutions must be responsible. 

Division of Ec'ucation at Georgia Teachers College developed 
the following principles to serve as guides for their work. 17 

The 

1. Highest standards possible should be set for  

training teachers, but these are not to be inter- 

preted in terms of subject-matter proficiency 

alone. 

l6u., p. 197. 

17Ralph M. Lyon and Associates, The Laboratom Schools 
and the Education of Teachers, (Georgia Teachers College, 
Peabody Journal of Educetion), Chapter 24, pp. 343-348, May, 
1947. 
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2. The program of teacher education cannot be set 

It must be a coopera- by administrative fiat. 

tive venture in which every member of the Divi- 

sion of Education shares. It involves every per- 

son on the college faculty. The Division of 

Education feels that the fields closely allied 

to education in the training of teachers, the 

fields which offer service courses, should de- 

velop materials of instruction. Various members 

of many fields should be brought into conference 

with the staff of the laboratory school. These 

fields include art, music, ineustrial arts, home 

economics, speech, physical education, nature, 

children‘s literature, psychology and sociology. 

The summary of this article is: 

The job of developing teachers is a joint task in 
which every member oi the college staff is in- 
volved and in which practical applications of 
principles is ytcessary if genuine learning i s  
to take place. 

This report presented an overall view of an attempt 

to improve teacher training. The weaknesses of the former 

program of the uses made of the campus school as its being 

an integral part of the teacher education were recognized. 

There vas an Isolation of tleory from practice, The prime 

function of the campus school as that of providing laboratory 

l8=., p. 348. 
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facilities for the students and a realization that members of 

the campus school staff were vital to this function were 

developed. 

A faculty group at Oneonta carefully considered the 
adjustments necessary for closer relationships between pro- 

fessional education work and the campus school. Through the 

staff group planning, organizing, and carrying throughvarious 

procedures since 1935 to the time of the report’s publication 

in 19% a program evolved which put continuous emphasis on 

the functions and use of the campus school. 

must of necessity progress slowly, be well organized and 

thoroughly understood by every person responsible for any part 

of it if it is to accomplish the desired outcomes. 

gram should be planned for continuity of experience with no 

one part of it separated from another part. 

should be concerned with developing a functional program for 

the students naintaining an environnent which is conducive 

to best child growth; provide constructive experiences for 

student teachers with a balance between observation and 

participation; and keep the staff informed about each part of 

the progran, all working together as an integrated whole. 

Such a program 

The pro- 

A n y  such program 

In an effort to solve its problems the staff of 

the laboratory school of the Illinois State Normal University, 
Normal, Illinois, operated on these principles:l9 

195. W. Carrington and Associates, How One Labor- 
School SystemAttacks Its Problems, (Illinois State ?Torma1 
University, Normal, Illinois. Peabodv Journal of Ed-ucation. 
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1. The clear and explicit definition of the problems. 

2. Cooperative efforts of all staff members of the 

University s needed. 

indicated b 1 staff members. problems. 

Specialists will be called in when needed as 

m e n  agreed upon practices and policies are 

established 1 immediate provisions must be made 
f o r  getting them into action. 

3. Persistence and tiae are required to solve the 

4. 

5. 

6. Proposed so 1 utions must be continually rethought 
an6 evdluat e d in terms of effect upon the student 
teachers . 

The following oblems were considered after much 

deliberation. 

1. How to secde better coordination between theories 

the materia 1 taught in the rest of the University. 
and practic s found in the laboratory school and 

2. How t o  orgadize, administer, and perfect work in 

ods. In this University the critic 

responsible for all instruction in 

matter knowledge of stu- 

student teaching. 

4. How to evaluate growth and development of student 

teachers. 
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5. How to improve administration of the laboratory 

school so  as to do better what they are now 

attempting and to get into action any new pro- 

posals or policies evolving. 

The staff of the laboratory school then proceeded to 

divide into five committees, each committee to attack one of 

the problem. An outline of the work was prepared. 

The work of the Coordination Committee only i s  re- 

viewed since it deals with the problem concerned in this 

particular research. 

The head of each of the seventeen departments of the 

University appointed one person from his department to serve 

as a coordinator of the work of the department with the work 

in the laboratory school. This committee is developing ways 

and means of these coordinators in carrying on their work. 

These coordinators are to visit the laboratory schools. In- 

formation on the work of these coordinators is collected. 

This helps the staf€ of the laboratory school determine ways 

the COOrdiMtOrS can help. One outcome is the starting of 

a curriculum project in English in the elementary school with 

the elementary teacher and the staff of the English depart- 

ment of the University cooperating in carrying out this pro- 

ject. 

There is a persistent fact that for well organized 

training of teachers a college faculty should have a well 

organized method of approach. The formation of an educational 
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department with the instructors of the campus school included 

as well as those teaching courses is not enough. Ellis F. 

White, State Teachers College, Jersey City, New Jersey2' pro- 

poses better integration through departmental meetings where 

a common philosophy, a set of objectives, a point of view, 

and a method of procedures should be agreed upon. 

that this is very difficult because of the divergence of 

opinion shows a greater need for such a plan. 

The fact 

The conclusions should be interpreted to the college 

faculty as a whole including information, suggestions, criti- 

cisms, modifications, deletions, and amendments. 

Much of the confusion and lack of integration in 

teacher training institutions is due to the differing philoso- 

phies of the college instructors and the campus school faculty. 

Also in many demonstration schools the members of the faculty 

feel relegated to a position secondary to others onthe college 

staff. The differences in salary is indicative of this. 

Institutions must deal with these problems in terms of their 

respective objectives an? facilities. 

For the members of a campus school staff 
there are two courses of action - sit back and grunble 
or make importance felt in constructive action that 
involves becoming the focal point for instituting a 
coordinatyj program for the improvement of teacher 
training. 

2oEllis F. Uhite, For a Better Integrated Pro.mamme, 
(State Teachers College Jersey City, Bew Jersey Peabody Journal 
of Education, May, 19't$), Chapter 24, pp. 374-3$7. 

21m., p.  377. 



CHAPTER I1 

Extensive readings concerning reciprocal cooperation 

between the members of the faculties o f  teacher training insti- 

tutions and those of the campus school connected with such 

institutions reveal, to the author of this study that this is 

a problem of grave concern. Such problem is not entirely 

recognized, or if so, is not receiving adequate concern by 

such members as to warrant a scientific study. This study 

may result in the improvement of planning, organizing, and 

practicing such a program to the extent that the training of 

prospective teachers is noticeably improved as reflected in 

studies made. 

A basic philosophy is indispensable for  an integrated 

program so that all members of the staff may be in agreement 

and understanding of the school's purpose. 

A common base upon which to build an integrated pro- 

gram of teacher education is vital. Members of the college 

departments may participate in the functions of the campus 

school by aiding members of the cmpus sthool faculty in 

supervising student teachers, and, in aiding in carrying out 

the curriculum of the campus school. Definitely organized 

observations in the school with a follow-up program renders 

22 
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great service to all concerned. The members of the campus 

school faculty may participate in the functions of the other 

college departments. The degree of such participation would 

depend upon local conditions, the qualifications of the 

teacher personnel, and the synchronization of schedules. 

However, critic teachers might aid college depart- 

ments by assisting in the formulation of the content of 

college courses; by aiding the college instructor in teach- 

ing a college course where occasion permitted, or teaching 

a college course in the education department. The content 

of the college courses should be familiar to the critic 

teachers. 

It is desired that there be cooperative endeavor of 

the entire faculty in activities which concern the campus 

school either through entire faculty meetings or as appointed 

members of committees. 

There should be certain administrative devices which 

may facilitate cooperation. 

director or principal of the campus school directs the coor- 

dination of the school with other departments. It is recog- 

nized that a coordinator, or coordinators, are necessary. 

In the majority of cases the 

Equal salary f o r  equal training and experience appears 

to be a desirable policy, together with an adjustment of ser- 

vice loads to provide for regular contacts between the campus 

school and college departments. 



CHAPTER III 

SUGGESTED COORDINATING PROGRAM 

Members of the College faculty and of the Demonstration 

School faculty, who have expressed a respect for and a profound 

interest in fostering some constructive action that involves 

becoming the focal point for instituting a coordinated program 

for the improvement of teacher training, should meet as a 

group and set to work on plans for action. Two or more repre- 

sentatives of this group might assume the task of formulating 

agenda which would be sent to each and every faculty member 

to prepare him for the areas of discussion at a large staff 

me et ing . 
At this large staff meeting, which would include mem- 

bers of the faculty of the Demonstration School, members of 

the faculty of all departments of the School of Education, as 

well as representatives from various selected departments, the 

leadership for discussion and explanation would be assumed by 

an efficacious person deeply interested in the problem. The 

statement of the purpose of meeting, a definition of the pro- 

blem at hand, and an overview of the present situation would 

be given. 

pertinent to the problem would lead to a need for establish- 

ing principles on which to proceed. Furthermore, it is 

24 

Discussion for the purpose of clarifying points 
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significant that a statement of philosophy be made present- 

ing the point of view to which the group will hold and 

develop as it works on the coordinating program. Establish- 

ment of principles and a philosophy would be the work of 

separate committees comprised of representatives of the 

college departments and the Demonstration School. This kind 

of representation should continue to be followed more or 
less consistently. * 

From such a large staff meeting or meetings, as the 

number of such w i l l  not be limited, will evolve the problems 

to be solved. 

The author's suggested plan of procedure is based on 

the assumption that the problems herewith considered will be 

to some degree similar to those evolving from the staff meet- 

ing. 

A definite plan of procedure may be planned in group 

meetings of the entire faculty. 

strative devices may be made and inaugurated. One of these 

devices to be the maintaining of an administrative officer 

whJhose sole duty would be to Zirect the coordination of the 

Demonstration School and the other college departments. 

Other devices to be studied and perhaps coordinated would be 

equal salary for equal training and experience to every mem- 

ber of the faculty inclu6ing the Demonstration School faculty; 

the service loa? of college faculty be adjusted to provide for 

regular contacts with Demonstration School, and likewise the 

A study o f  desirable admini- 
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service loa6 of the faculty of the Demonstration School be 

adjusted to provide for regular contacts with the college. 

These devices should be investigated, considered and if in- 

augurated the progress should be reported and evaluated at 

staff meetings. 

Continuation of the previous mentioned devices should 

be in progress but in addition, during the next year the 

following activities should be considered in staff and group 

meetings, and emphasis be placed on the practice of these 

activities. A well planned and organized progrvn of observa- 

tion, which would include the cooperative planning and follow 

up of all Demonstration School observation, should be devised. 

A program of college instructors and critic teachers utilizing 

more fully the Demonstration School for experimentation, 

demonstration, testing and participation should be fully con- 

sidered, and if acceptable put into practice. This type pro- 

gram should be conducive to more closely relating the prin- 

ciples of theory to those of practice. A general committee 

or special subject committees would aid in the construction 

and revision of courses of study and curriculum for the 

Demonstration School, in turn committees would aid in same 

for educational courses of the college. 

The phases of the program previously considered should 

continue in operation with due consideration being given 

during this next period to (1) the critic teachers being 

cognizant of the content of college courses, ( 2 )  participa- 

tion by critic teachers in supplementing college courses by 
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teaching part of entire units, (3) critic teachers given 
the opportunity to teach college courses, (4) college in- 

structors assigned periodically to classes in Demonstration 

School so that these instructors may have recent contact 

with work for which they are preparing student teachers. 

This suggested plan of action will probably cover 

a period of at least three or four years. During this time 

re-evaluations should be made by all concerned to measure 

the progress, to eliminate and augment the program, and to 

continuously seek inprovement. 

necessary specialists may be called in. 

At such times as it is deemed 

Application of the suggested program as a solution 

to the problem of securing coordination between the School 

of Education and the Demonstration School of Florida State 

University will be limited due to the following: 

(1) The faculty of the Demonstration School under- 

goes too great a change of personnel annually. 

The sudden expansion of the University caused 

by its becoming co-educational. 

The sudden expansion caused by the great influx 

of veterans. 

The sudden expansion caused by state legislature 

enacting laws pertaining to a change of teacher 

certification requirements, the fulfillment of 
which affects the salary schedule. 

The expansion of faculty of School of Education 
due to increased enrollment. 

(2) 

( 3 )  

(4) 

( 5 )  
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Lack of common philosophy regarding the status 

of the Demonstration School or campus school 

in a teacher training program. 

An abnormal enrollment in the Demonstration School 
caused by no specified section of city to be 

served by the Demonstration School. 

this was to a certain extent improved in 1947- 

1948 but due to excessive enrollment in all 

schools the situation is typical. 

Failure to see the integrated program of the 

University in relation to the Demonstration 

School. 

Limited facilities in the school plant, equip- 

ment and materials to allow the Demonstration 

School to function for the purposes for which 

it is a part of the teacher training program. 

Limited cooperative planning experience by many 

concerned. 

The salary of the members of the faculty of the 

Demonstration School with equal training and ex- 

perience is not equal to that of members of 

faculties of public schools within the state. 

However, 

Cognizant of these limitations but with a view toward 

fostering more desirable relationships and better understand- 

ings between the Demonstration School and. the College of 

Education there has been organized a committee for the pur- 

pose of coordinating institutional resources. The membership 
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of this committee is composed of representatives from all 

departments of the School of Education. Of the several 

functions of this committee one function of great importance 

is that of coordinating the teacher training program and the 

Demonstration School program. 

Sub-committees of the larger committee have met 

regularly for the purpose of planning ways and means of im- 

proving various phases of the program. Plans have been 

developed regarding the observation and testing programs in- 

volved in the Demonstration School. Such plans include a 

specific procedure for members of the college faculty teach- 

ing general and specific methods who desire t'neir classes to 

make observations in the Demonstration School. A definite 

schedule shall be arranged with plans f o r  a follow-up which 

will include the Demonstration School teachers whose classes 

were observed. The purposes of observation, names of ob- 

servers, and the classes for which they are observing will 

be included in the information. Whenever possible there will 

be pre-conferences and follow-up conferences between teachers 

of observing groups of the University and the Demonstration 

School teachers concerned. This conference may be in the 

form of written communication as well as personal conferences. 

A limitation of the number of observers for each room has been 

established as not more than ten and preferably only six at 

one time. A request for individual or group tests of pupils 

in the Demonstration School must be initiated to the proper 

person in the psychology department. IJritten reports of the 
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results of the tests are to be forwarded to the Demonstration 

School as soon as possible after the testing. 

The members of the faculty of the School& Education 

and the Demonstration School met recently in a joint meeting 

to discuss the desirability of either designating the 

Demonstration School as a separate department with a depart- 

ment head or includSng the members of the faculty of the 

Demonstration School as actual members of the faculty of the 

School of Education with specific areas of operation desig- 

nated for the principal of the Demonstration School. 

decision should clarify the position of the Demonstration 

School faculty as to whom they are responsible and with 

what specific phases of the teacher training program they 

should be concerned. 

This 

Evidence of a beginning being made to attempt solving 

some of the problems now being recognized as a threat to 

teacher training indicates that a challenge has been accepted. 

The reach of the challenge and the way it can be adjusted in 

the course of events should be a matter of concern to all 

people involved. Teacher education can be adequately handled 

only by the entire institution acting as one organic group. 

Perhaps no genuine solution can be looked for until there has 

been a change from the atomistic to the organic pattern.* 

22W. Earl Armstrong, et al, The College and Teacher 
E ucatior?, (American Council on Education, Washington, D.C., h. 299. 
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